Issues complicating precision dosing for factor VIII prophylaxis.
We previously showed that personalizing prophylaxis on the basis of an individual's pharmacokinetic (PK) response to factor VIII (FVIII) infusion reduces joint and other bleeding events in patients with hemophilia A. We theorized that the FVIII assay used, FVIII product selected, and interpatient differences impact PK assessment and the ability to precisely dose prophylaxis. A comprehensive search of the literature for articles published from January 2004 to September 2017 was performed to identify the variables associated with these three domains. Collectively, product- and patient-related assay discrepancies, variability among plasma-derived and unmodified and modified recombinant FVIII products, and interpatient differences in the response to FVIII infusions are obstacles to precision prophylactic dosing. Stringent laboratory quality assurance programs and proficiency testing to improve the accuracy of FVIII measurement, the widespread use of PK assessment to fine-tune FVIII dosing, and new research to identify patient characteristics and other contributors to bleeding risk and complication development are essential to optimizing outcomes for patients with hemophilia A receiving FVIII prophylaxis.